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Summary 
 

The coronavirus pandemic has emphasized the importance of maritime transportation as 

an essential element to economic development and social welfare. Authorities have 

implemented policies and restrictions to safeguard public health and worked together with 

private firms to secure the supply chains and transport conditions.  

This prestudy aims to investigate how the Swedish shipping industry has been affected by 

the coronavirus pandemic and how it is likely to affect shipping in the mid-term and long-

term future. This report covers the effects and actions taken during the acute phase from 

March 2020 to May 2021 with a certain focus on the Swedish shipping companies’ 

resilience capabilities. In order to evaluate the role of the Swedish shipping industry in 

promoting strategies to mitigate coronavirus effects, the study carried out a review of 

Swedish newspaper articles and briefly reviewed publications in international scientific 

outlets. The rendering is structured along a framework of resilience capabilities.  

The main results suggest that different shipping segments were affected differently from 

the pandemic. The impact on RoRo and RoPax segment has been more severe in 

comparison to tanker and container segments. The frequently changing rules at 

international borders created a lot new responsibilities for shipping companies to manage 

the operations in a complying way. Existing risk mitigation capabilities in standard shipping 

operations have been mobilized successfully to respond to the pandemic’s acute effects. In 

addition, collaboration between shipping companies and government’s financial support 

are the most regular resilience capability factors. Furthermore, this study suggest that the 

shipping industry has enhanced the use of digitalization and new technologies to mitigate 

negative effects associated with the coronavirus pandemic situation. 

This report covers the first part of a pre-study funded by the Maritime Competence Centre 

Lighthouse is coordinated with the longer and larger project The role of liner shipping for robust 

supply chains funded by the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket). The coming 

phase includes interviews with main stakeholders in the Swedish shipping industry with a 

focus on the anticipated development after the pandemic’s acute phase. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Coronaviruspandemin har betonat vikten av sjötransporter som ett väsentligt inslag i 

ekonomisk utveckling och social välfärd. Myndigheter har infört tidsbegränsade regelverk 

och restriktioner för att skydda folkhälsan och arbetat tillsammans med privata företag för 

att säkra försörjningskedjor och transporter genom pandemin liksom företagens 

överlevnad. 

Denna förstudie syftar till att undersöka hur den svenska sjöfartsnäringen har påverkats av 

coronaviruspandemin och hur påverkan kan förmodas bli på medellång och lång sikt. 

Denna rapport avser effekter och motåtgärder tagna under den akuta fasen från mars 2020 

till maj 2021 med ett särskilt fokus på svenska sjöfartsnäringens krishanteringsförmåga. För 

att utvärdera den svenska sjöfartsnäringens roll för att främja strategier för att mildra 

coronaviruseffekter genomfördes i denna studie en litteraturgenomgång av artiklar som 

rapporterats av svenska tidningar och översiktligt vad som hittills publicerats i 

internationella vetenskapliga kanaler. Rapporten struktureras efter ett ramverk om 

krishanteringsförmågor. 

De viktigaste resultaten tyder på att samarbete mellan sjöfartsbranschens aktörer och 

statligt ekonomiskt stöd är de vanligaste faktorerna för motståndskraft mot störningar. 

Dessutom tyder denna studie på att sjöfartsnäringen har förbättrat användningen av 

digitalisering och ny teknik för att mildra negativa effekter i samband med 

coronaviruspandemin. 

Rapporten utgör första delen av en förstudie finansierad av det maritima kompetenscentret 

Lighthouse och som samordnas med det längre och större projektet Linjesjöfartens roll för 

robusta försörjningskedjor som finansieras av Trafikverket. I en kommande del genomförs en 

intervjuundersökning med huvudintressenter i svensk sjöfartsnäring med fokus på 

utvecklingen efter pandemins akuta fas. 
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1 Introduction  
 

The current coronavirus situation has emphasized the importance of freight transportation 

and, especially, the shipping industry as an essential element for economic development 

and social welfare. On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 

the coronavirus disease as a pandemic. Since then, industry and society have faced serious 

challenges not only in safeguarding public health but also combatting global economic 

uncertainty (UNCTAD, 2020). To address this reality, many public and private agencies 

have implemented policies and restrictions to mitigate the negative effects attributable to 

the crisis.  

From a maritime perspective, the adoption of health and safety restrictions seems to 

negatively affect the operational and financial performance of shipping companies1. 

However, at the same time, these operational changes can accelerate the resilience of 

maritime supply chains through the implementation of technological solutions (Yazir et al., 

2020). 

Changes to the supply chain and transport conditions have also affected the Swedish 

shipping industry. In fact, Sweden represents an interesting case for study. On the one 

hand, the Swedish political approach was unique compared to other European countries 

and resulted in no lockdown measures (Van Tatenhove, 2021). On the other hand, instead 

of restrictions, the Swedish government implemented recommendations and specific 

measures to support industries. 

This research aims to outline how the Swedish shipping industry was affected by the 

coronavirus pandemic. In particular, this research aims to describe the main features of the 

implemented measures in order to build an experience bank that both industry and societal 

actors can benefit from when future disruptions occur. The relevance of this study relies 

on finding a relationship between structural changes caused by the coronavirus pandemic 

and the role of the Swedish shipping industry on promoting strategies to mitigate its effects.  

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of 

the methodology considered in this study. In section 3, the analytical framework structuring 

the rendering into market related, operational and information management aspects is 

presented. Section 4 reports a comprehensive review of the effects and measures taken by 

companies and societal actors since the beginning of the pandemic. Finally, the last section 

outlines the main conclusions to be drawn from the analysis and provides 

recommendations for further research. 

 
1 In this report, shipping company is used as a generic term describing a firm owning or operating vessels 
offering maritime transport services to travelers and shippers. The shipping company constitutes the core 
of the shipping industry but it also includes shipowners, ports, hinterland operators, ship management firms 
and other supporting firms needed for producing the maritime transport services.  
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2 Method  

This section provides a description of the methodology for the study. For this purpose, the 

work was conducted in two main parts. The first part includes a review of the actions taken 

by the Swedish shipping industry during 2020 based on data in the form of compilations, 

official public reports, and media articles2. Specifically, this part aims to describe the main 

findings based on the analytical framework of capability factors developed to evaluate the 

resilience of the Swedish shipping industry during the first year of the coronavirus 

pandemic. The second phase involves collecting information through interviews with 

different shipping stakeholders. 

The first phase of the study included collecting and reviewing official reports, journal 

articles, and web content published by public institutions and the media. This revision aims 

to establish the current “state of play” regarding the maritime industry’s actions 

implemented during the first phase of the coronavirus pandemic in Sweden. The study 

used a qualitative approach through text analysis techniques on scanning unstructured data 

from different sources to compile all of the documents published during the beginning of 

the coronavirus pandemic3. As a result, this study identified 144 documents published in 

Sweden. After scanning all different publications, this research conducted an analysis of 

resilience capability factors for the Swedish shipping industry. Figure 1 shows the process 

used to develop the first part of the study. 

 

Figure 1. Process of the first part of the analysis 
Source: Own elaboration 

The second phase of the work involved collecting information from different members 

and stakeholders through semi-structured interviews4. Answers from experts from industry 

and authorities compose a valuable source for understanding the real impact on the 

Swedish shipping industry of this particular crisis. 

 
2 This study scanned journal articles and web content using Google advance search. Specifically, this 
research focuses on the following keywords: covid/coronavirus; shipping; sjöfart; roro; ship; port; rederi; färja; 
färjetrafik; passagerartrafik; Trailertrafik; hamn; trailer. Then, by limiting the search to the Swedish region, 14 
Google pages were found. Scanning each link through Ncapture, the authors collected a total of 144 journal 
articles and web content pages. 
3 Specifically, this study used the Nvivo software to cross-examine, classify, sort, and arrange unstructured 
data from different sources. 
4 A sample of the interview guide is available in the Annex. 
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3 Framework resilience capabilities 

This chapter lays the foundation for understanding the influence of supply chain resilience 

in maritime transportation. It presents an exploratory analysis of resilience capability 

factors. Specifically, this research develops a framework of resilience factors for the 

shipping industry. 

3.1 Literature review – General  

Although resilience, from a holistic perspective, is a relatively new concept to maritime 

transportation literature (Lam and Bai, 2016; Liu et al., 2018), it is widely studied in supply 

chain management research where disruptions are inherent to their global, fast, responsive 

and efficient structures. Strategies that enable a high degree of responsiveness such as just-

in-time and a high degree of efficiency such as lean management increased vulnerability of 

supply chains against volatile conditions (Revilla and Saenz, 2017; Mason-Jones et al., 

2000). Supply chain risks arise due to the inability of a chain to meet market demand 

because of a natural or human-made incident that takes place in the supply network 

(Zsidisin, 2003). Traditional risk management practices suggest procedures to handle these 

risks in a reductionist manner, ignoring the interdependencies between them and focusing 

on only the foreseeable ones while neglecting unexpected events (Pettit et al., 2019). On 

the other hand, resilience refers to a larger set of skills and capabilities than traditional risk 

management. 

Supply chain resilience (SCR) is the ability of supply chains to cope with supply chain risks, 

manage the disruption caused by them and to recover to their original state or even to a 

more desirable one (Christopher and Peck, 2004). Dividing the concept into three main 

dimensions, SCR is defined as “the adaptive capability of the supply chain to prepare for 

unexpected events, respond to disruptions, and recover from them by maintaining 

continuity of operations at the desired level of connectedness and control over structure 

and function” (Ponomarov and Holcomb, 2009: 131). Hence, resilience is a combination 

of preparedness before a disruption, immediate response during a disruption and recovery 

after the disruption.  

Although resilience is a new concept for maritime transportation literature, risk 

management is not new to this field at all. Having suffered from so many human-made or 

natural disasters such as Exxon Valdez accident or Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in 

Japan, international conventions regulating the industry’s operational risk management 

processes (e.g. SOLAS, MARPOL). Lam and Bai (2016) classify maritime logistics risks 

under eight groups and argue that shipping companies develop contingency plans, improve 

forecast accuracy, form strategic alliances, manage supply chain relationships, utilize 

advanced information technology and apply close monitoring and maintenance strategies 

for mitigating these risks. Considering the inherent dependence of maritime logistics chains 
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to global supply chains, it is essential to understand how different supply chain resilience 

dimensions are applied in maritime transportation industry. The pandemic together with 

the response given to it by the industry provides an opportunity to investigate this.  

3.2 The analytical framework  

A pandemic is defined as “an epidemic occurring worldwide, or over a very wide area, crossing 

international boundaries and usually affecting a large number of people” (Porta, 2008). According to 

Pettit et al. (2010), pandemic is a type of turbulance factor that creates supply chain 

vulnerability and there are certain capabilities that enable organizations to anticipate and 

overcome disruptions caused by this type of vulnerability. These are based on the 

framework developed by Pettit et al. (2010; 2013) and are developed for resilience of supply 

chains particularly. In this study, we adapted these resilience factors to the shipping industry 

instead. We grouped the factors under three main categories and defined them in relation 

to the shipping industry characteristics. 

3.2.1 Group 1 - Market-related (external) capabilities  

Anticipation: The ability to predict potential future events or situations. This capability 

includes shipping companies’ abilities to collect market intelligence, use formalized 

forecasting and risk management tools to predict and prepare for external known or 

unknown events.  

Collaboration: Ability to work effectively with customers, suppliers and other business 

network members for mutual benefit. This capability includes sharing risks and rewards, 

communicating risks and mitigation strategies, working together with business network 

members to tackle the consequences of external events. Within shipping context, these 

business partners include customers, ports, inland transportation service providers, ship 

suppliers, ship management companies, freight forwarders and other shipping industry 

actors.  

Flexibility in sourcing: In a supply chain context, this capability is defined as the ability to 

quickly change inputs or the mode of receiving inputs. Within the scope of this study, this 

capability is adapted to the inputs required by ship operators. These inputs range from 

bunker to crew and ship supply. It also includes other types of purchased services. 

Market position: Ability for a company to maintain its position in a market. Strong market 

position enables shipping companies to mitigate the consequences of disruptions in a more 

effective way. This capability includes loyal customer base, large market share, 

differentiated services and strong customer relationships.  

3.2.2 Group 2 - Operational (internal) capabilities  

Recovery: Ability to return to normal or new-normal operational state rapidly. This 

capability is related with the consequences of a disruption of an external event and it 
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includes the ability of a shipping company to mobilize its resources for mitigating the 

consequences of a crisis. Related to Covid-19, the recovery phase has not arrived yet. 

Therefore, this capability is analyzed during the disruption, not after the disruption.  

Security: Within a supply chain context, this refers to defense to deliberate attacks. On the 

other hand, it includes not only cyber security or facility security but also job security and 

employee security. These aspects of the concept is included in the analysis from a shipping 

perspective.  

Capacity: Ability to align shipping capacity with market demand. This capability has been 

one of the most widely used one to tackle the consequences of the pandemic. Blank 

sailings, laid-up capacity, new orders and charter agreements were included as a part of this 

capability.  

Dispersion: Broad distribution or decentralization of assets. Within a shipping context, this 

capability was mostly related to local decision-making, empowerment and decentralization 

of key resources.  

Adaptability: Ability to modify operations in response to challenges or opportunities. 

Different reactions or changes to operations in order to adapt to the disruption conditions 

are included in this capability. Within shipping context, this refers to introduction of new 

technology, changes in routes and schedules, changes in transit times.  

Efficiency: Ability to produce outputs with minimum resource requirements. For ship 

operators, this relates to using vessels efficiently, optimizing labor and asset utilization.  

Financial strength: Stability of finances with respect to cash flows and other financial assets. 

This was an essential capability for the capital-intensive shipping industry which needed 

government support at many countries.  

Flexibility in order fulfillment: Within a supply chain context this capability addresses to 

the ability to quickly change outputs or the mode of delivering outputs. For ship operators 

this relates to their ability to switch to alternative distribution channels, most frequently by 

horizontal cooperation or delaying sailings to adapt changes in demand.  

Organization: This includes capabilities related to leadership, problem solving, teamwork, 

learning and organizational culture.  

3.2.3 Group 3 -Information management-related capabilities (Internal and external) 

Visibility: Knowledge of the status of operating environment and assets. This capability 

includes information systems in place that accurately tracks vessel and terminal operations 

and real-time data on location and status of vessels, supplies and crew. 
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Market related  
(external) 

Operational  
(internal) 

Information 
management  

(internal and external) 

Anticipation Recovery Adaptability Visibility 

Collaboration Security Efficiency  

Market Position Capacity 
Financial 
strength 

 

Flexibility in sourcing Dispersion 
Flexibility in 

order fulfillement 
 

  Organization  

 Table 1. Framework of capability factors  

 Source: Own elaboration based on Pettit et al., 2010. 
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4 Experienced effects of the pandemic on the Swedish 
shipping industry 

This section describes the main findings based on the analytical framework of capability 

factors developed to evaluate the resilience of the Swedish shipping industry during the 

first year of the coronavirus pandemic. It is based on an analysis of literature and media 

coverage organised using Nvivo to sort and structure the texts and it is divided into three 

main main categories: market-related capabilities, operational capabilities and information 

management capabilities.  

4.1 Market related capabilities  

4.1.1 Anticipation  

In early March 2020, for many Swedish shipphing industry things were still comparatively 

normal, ports were open and freight handling worked well. There was not much 

anticipation related to early warning signals. But the Swedish shipping industry, with few firms 

active in the first affected segment of deep-sea container shipping (van Hassel et al., 2021), 

were monitoring factory lockdowns at the beginning and later on, after China resumed 

production, then it was the USA, Southeast Asia and India closing and export markets were 

affected. The Swedish shipping industry were monitoring trade disruptions in different 

countries. Some shipping industry actors were monitoring what their competitors were 

about to do and they were closely watching the market response. A majority of the sources 

indicated that the situation will not recover in the short term and the effects will last long 

term. 

Increased demand on public utilities were monitored as they signaled delayed deliveries for 

other customers. The same went for border closures as they impacted the schedules and 

lead times. Queues and congestion at port gates were monitored as signals of delayed 

deliveries. In general, volumes and volume comparisons with last year were frequently 

monitored both by ports and by shipping lines. Documentation such as Marine Declaration 

of Health were used for monitoring infections on board.  

Forecasting was the most widely used tool for anticipation. On top of regular forecasting, 

very frequent scenario analyses were made based on trades in different industries. Forecasts 

were made about declining volumes causing completely withdrawn calls and sailings. Some 

examples are provided below:  

“Food-related volumes will hopefully not be affected as negatively as other bulk cargoes, but we 

estimate that the freight market will decline around Easter and that it will recover in 

September-October at the earliest.” (Sveriges Skeppsmäklareförening, 2020)  

“Majority of the passenger transport operators expect a decline of turnover of more than 40% 

compared to 2019.” (ECSA, 2020) 
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“The dry bulk and tanker segments report not to expect big changes, for container and general 

cargo half expect declines, up to 20%. Very serious declines are foreseen in other segments with 

biggest losses in cruise, offshore, car carriers and ferries, up to over 60%. Similar patterns in 

office jobs but not as big as the seafarers.” (ECSA, 2020) 

None of the forecasts showed signs of returning to pre-crisis levels within 2020. The 

problem with container shortage and lack of space on vessels were not expected to recover 

until late 2021. Freight rates will probably continue to stay high, and cargo handling may 

slow down even more depending on the impact of the coronavirus. 

Due to long queues and border controls, logistics costs were expected to increase and this 

was reflected partly in freight rates. Some positive anticipation was observed about 

digitalisation adoption in the industry particularly in response to labour shortage. 

Many contingency plans were in place for dealing with any cases of Covid-19 infection, 

including immediate contact with authorities, use of face masks and strict 

cleaning/disinfection measures, isolation in case of infection, port changes or even 

cancellations. Similarly, ship management companies followed and controlled the crew 

during their travels to work and during leave as per contingency plans, measures were taken 

to mitigate risks related to all travel. Letting Swedish seafarers continue working even if 

their certificates expired was also part of these plans. For customers, choosing a multimodal 

service was offered as a contingency plan to tackle with the totally booked regular services 

because due to blank sailings capacity was reduced. 

Formalized procedures related to risk management helped to assure preparedness. Crews were 

trained to prepare for these situations, and the vessels had enough space and equipment 

for an immediate response to an emergency situation. Ports had contacts with infection 

doctors in their regions to be prepared. Cruise ships were prepared that their journey might 

be ended by respective health authorities in case of infection on board. In that case, officer 

on duty should inform next port of call about a potential infection and the port should 

prepare for disembarkation, in Sweden also Swedish Coast Guard (Kustbevakningen) and 

Swedish Customs (Tullverket) who are responsible to manage these type of infections. 

Such formalized preparations supported the risk management system which included the 

following: 

o Postponement of ship inspections   

o Negative test checkpoints before boarding  

o Changed routines and procedures based on different country requirements  

o Formalized list of COVID-19 prevention procedures and agreed actions to 

be taken (includes all procedures to follow in the case of infection) 

o Reduced number of passengers and drivers  

o Increased cleaning intervals 

o Increased hand disinfection stations 
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o Increased medical expertise on board 

o Hygienic and social distancing instructions for passengers and crew 

o No recirculation in the ventilation system 

o Influenza Like Illness outbreak management plan on board 

o Declaration of Health certificate from all ships coming to the ports 

Furthermore, connected supply chains, automation and investments into new technology 

such as Internet of Things have helped companies to adapt better to changing conditions. 

Shipping lines developed routines and procedures to offer its passengers a safe and 

comfortable journey. Delays in payment due dates, working capital credits were offered to 

the industry to keep business running.  

However, there were some structural conditions in some segments that disabled business 

continuity planning as a part of anticipation capability. The shipping companies in the RoPax 

segment are dependent on a combination of revenues from both freight and passenger 

transport, and onboard sales, if one or more of them fall apart, the business model no 

longer exists. Ferry traffic between Sweden and neighboring countries depends on both 

freight and passengers to get around, and the passenger revenues is even more important 

on the Baltic Sea than it is on the West and South Coasts. With completely withdrawn calls 

they lost significant part of their business. Normally, about 30 million passengers are 

transported to and from Sweden by sea, but during the pandemic, some ferry companies 

have seen up to 90 per cent reduction as a result of the pandemic and Stena Line reports 

75 per cent fewer passengers in its network due to the pandemic (Stena AB, 2021). The 

reduction in passenger numbers during the first phase of the pandemic, including the 

important summer season, is shown in  

Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Percentage change in passenger numbers in Swedish ports January-September 2020 compared to corresponding 

months 2019.  

Source: Persson, 2021, Legend translated into English.  

In all, there were 54 per cent less passengers in 2020 with 14 million than in 2019 with 30,5 

million (Lighthouse, 2021). The reduction in Q4 2020 compared to Q4 2019 was 82 per 

cent for traffic from Finland, 52 per cent from Danish ports (Transport Analysis, 2021) 

but only 22 per cent for Polish ports (Lighthouse, 2021). There was no traffic from Norway 

in Q2, 3 or 4. In May 2021, Transport Analysis (2021) reports that the number of arrival 

passengers in Swedish ports was about half compared to 2019. Freight transport, on the 

other hand, was more or less unaffected and the decrease of 1 per cent of loaded and 

discharged goods in Swedish ports (Lighthouse, 2021) is within normal business cycle 

variations. 

Many companies refer to the derived demand characteristics of shipping. Business 

continuity can’t be secured if the trade between big economies stops. Some dry bulkers 

refer to their dependency on core customers and state that it’s difficult to anticipate because 

it depends on these customers’ production levels. 

4.1.2 Collaboration  

Cooperation at the international, inter-governmental level in the maritime sector was 

achieved, but there were difficulties in reaching outside the sector. This might be due to 

the sector’s extensive internal focus. The outbreak forced the shipping industry to work 

together, yet apart, through video conferencing and collaborative online platforms; and to 

use remote monitoring data to ensure supply chains continue to function. Collaborations 

were observed between ports and inland transport operators (rail operators) for temporary 
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storage. Similarly, collaboration between regular shipping lines to share vessels or adjust 

capacity in terms of supply and demand were also among the frequently seen measures but 

more was needed. To secure space on ships during irregular planning periods, collaborative 

forecasting with manufacturers and logistics partners was suggested as a measure. This was 

valid particularly for special peak seasons.  

Furthermore, due to the nature of the disruption, collaboration that includes medical 

precautions was required between ship operators, port authorities and border 

control/customs agencies. For example, this was compulsory during embarkation and 

disembarkation. In addition, collaboration with medical staff is emphasized in case of 

infection and spread onboard. 

In general, the need to collaborate with employees, customers and business partners was 

emphasized during this challenging year. Digitalization eliminated distance and 

fragmentation and created opportunities for greater participation and collaboration. 

Communication between different parties was performed via digital tools and channels. In 

collaboration with International Chamber of Shipping, the effort that is put up front by 

the shipping industry workers is emphasized through public communication. 

On the other hand, it was emphasized that the maritime sector and its key role is 

unrecognized outside of the maritime cluster or sector. Collaboration is needed with 

institutions outside as well. Companies were challenged with lack of flights for crew, 

various requirements around testing, quarantines and lockdowns and collaboration could 

have solved this. In addition, financial risk sharing for liquidity credits was sought as an 

example to collaboration with other types of external parties such as banks. Sweden could 

have started up an expert group consisting of representatives from both industry and 

regional authorities where joint measures could be discussed to develop better cooperation 

between logistics actors, terminal operators, port authorities and other external actors to 

facilitate freight traffic in different regions. 

4.1.3 Market Position  

The dependent nature, or derived demand nature of shipping is emphasized with relation 

to disruptions in production and trade, complex supply chains and how it affects the 

shipping industry. The pandemic was described as a dark situation for the whole shipping 

industry. But some reports stated that it is different for different segments of the shipping 

industry. Generalization is not possible. For example, liquid bulks, particularly oil tankers 

had a good year due to demand in storage space. On the contrary, ferry transport was 

affected very negatively with significant disruptions in passenger traffic. Many measures, 

layoffs, suspensions were put in place in this segment. Government agencies tried to 

improve the market position of shipping companies with financial supports, reductions in 

fees and other subsidies. Stena Line, for instance, report that state guarantees for specific 
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loans and other government support in the different geographic markets helped them to 

keep the ferry traffic more or less intact (Stena AB, 2021). 

Product differentiation worked as an advantage for some shipping companies. It was not only 

differentiating the vessels and segments but also the service itself. For example, discussions 

were made about coastal shipping in relation to nearshoring because after the pandemic 

changes in routes and schedules due to nearshoring are expected. On another note, having 

tanker business, some ship operators kept gaining revenues while losing on other segments 

such as ferry transport. Ports emphasized intermodal connections to the inland for relief 

of problems with road transport and logistics centers as alternative sources of income  

Shipping companies lost market share measured as share of all passenger transport due to 

reduced passenger traffic to Swedish ports, closure of borders, cancelled cruise sessions 

e.g., in Norway and Denmark. Normally, about 30 million passengers are transported to 

and from Sweden by sea, but during the pandemic, some ferry companies have seen up to 

90 percent reduction as presented above. Ports experienced recovery after the second half 

of the year with respect to market share in freight transport. Market share increases were 

observed in other segments of transportation such as intermodal transport for trailers and 

more domestic service providers such as home delivery firms due to an increase in e-

commerce. 

Within container shipping segment, some operators issued export booking bans from 

Sweden in order to secure steady flow of empty containers to China instead. Higher rates 

from China encouraged all liner operators to position available containers to Chinese ports. 

Port of Gothenburg has launched a project that aims to create a cluster to promote the 

availability of empty container for Swedish export industry.  

Customer communications and relationships were transferred to digital channels. Individual 

shipping companies were recommended to take every issue regarding customer 

relationships locally and individually when exercising the recommendations while keeping 

the operations going. Frequent information sharing to customers were made via web pages, 

hot lines and other channels such as printed material onboard or ticket sale channels. These 

were mainly about safe travel rules, other government requirements, how the company is 

handling Covid-19 and the latest developments related to the shipping industry. 

Information about cancelled or suspended routes, updated schedules were provided via 

web pages and other channels. Sometimes personal communication was required between 

company representatives and customers (via digital channels) because the changes were 

not as regular. Digital content was created such as videos about how the operations are 

being affected at port areas. Shipping companies changed booking requirements and 

adjusted booking cancellation terms. Many online events such as webinars, seminars were 

used to introduce available solutions to cope with the challenges Covid 19 brings to the 

shipping industry. 
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4.1.4 Flexibility in sourcing  

Flexibility in sourcing is highly dependent on the global trading network. If these networks 

stop, the shipping industry stops as well. So, this reinforces lack of flexibility although 

shipping lines tried to keep the liner fleet moving by reduced sailing frequency and 

deployed part of their fleets. Swedish merchant fleet size had expanded in 2019 but it is 

expected to decrease by the end of corona crisis.  

One of the main sources is crew for shipping. The initially problematic rules for crew 

changes were somewhat relieved afterwards to enable flexibility in crew boarding and 

disembarking, but problems remain as a consequence of lock-downs and travel restrictions 

between countries. Some flexibility was enabled through extensions for ship inspections 

and surveys. Suppliers introduced flexible deliveries to customers through the help of 

automation and information technology tools used along the supply chain. Communication 

and on time information sharing was emphasized to know about the production volumes 

and shipment requirements in good time. These were particularly important for securing 

empty containers and cargo space. 

4.2 Operational capabilities 

4.2.1 Recovery  

The capability to recover will be something to observe after the disruption caused by the 

pandemic is over. However, in general, shipping markets have seen a demand recovery 

particularly after the second half of 2020. There were some consequence mitigation actions 

such as financial measures, inspection suspensions, reduction or postponement of fees and 

layoff supports. On the other hand, the problem with container shortage and lack of space 

on vessels will most likely not recover until late 2021. Some of the resources indicated that 

financial restructuring will be needed for some operators and some vessels will be scrapped.  

In general, recovery as an immediate response was quite ad-hoc. The industry needs better 

preparedness and recovery plans for disruptions. The existing international maritime 

regulatory framework is insufficient for dealing with the repercussions of pandemics. The 

new resources that need to be considered for recovery are among others an expansion of 

the place and role of sanitation and public health, as well as digitisation and trade 

facilitation, in maritime law and policy. One important priority for the recovery period is 

the implementation of sustainable business models which means the mobilization of new 

resources. 

4.2.2 Security  

In general, there were different categories unique to shipping and security: 

1- Safety of seafarers especially if they are locked down on board or if there is infection on 

board. 
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2- Issues about protective material. 

3- Security of international borders, border closures and inability of seafarers or carriers to 

cross borders. 

Government regulations on border closures affected the shipping industry that is cross-

border by nature. Border closures in Sweden to protect internal security limited the right 

of crew members to temporarily leave their ships or to enable their boarding and 

disembarking. This was a problem in the beginning, and it was relieved afterwards 

considering that seafarers are among those who perform necessary jobs in Sweden. (key 

workers). 

Border closures, access restrictions to different countries due to test requirements, procedures 

to follow after entry to certain countries were communicated and executed by ship 

operators that serve to and from these countries. This was essential for Ro-Ro operations. 

Exceptions to truck drivers were also exercised by ship operators. As long as access 

restrictions were not in place, ship operators decided to keep certain lanes running. 

Preventive measures were introduced to enable delivery of navigational warnings such as 

pilotage and notifications through other, electronic means. In general, shipping had a 

slightly better position when compared to land transportation regarding access restrictions. 

Collaboration with governments supported such decisions. The European Commission 

approved a ‘Green Lane’ system for cross-border movement of freight on land and at sea 

to ensure the delivery of essential supplies during the pandemic. Certification of 

international transport workers was eased by European Union (EU).  

Force majeure conditions were declared to protect business and seafarers’ rights. To secure 

the continuity of freight transport, some shipping companies had to adapt their business, 

change their routines because they lost the passenger transportation part of the business. 

Similar with other sectors, job security became a big issue in shipping as well. The pandemic 

strongly affected Swedish shipping and unemployment was very high in the spring of 2020 

for most categories of seafarers. Short-term layoffs were put in place at terminals, ship 

operators and all related organizations. Support has been given to shipping companies to 

secure employment. As a direct result of the corona pandemic, Sweden introduced a new 

system for short-term layoffs in April 2020 with retroactive effect from March 2020. 

Nationality of seafarers have become an issue. To secure continuity of maritime 

transportation, the Swedish Transport Agency (STA) has expanded the interval of surveys 

and audits, extension of seafarer documents, permission for seafarers to serve in a capacity 

where he/she does not have the required certification, port state control and port facility 

security. 

Workplace security and employee safety were very important issues to maintain. The World 

Health Organization (WHO), the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the 

International Labour Organization (ILO), International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and 
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national declarations about decontamination, disease prevention or management were 

frequently communicated on board. Ship operators used already available risk assessment 

procedures for possible infection on board. For cruise shipping as a segment, which was 

affected significantly, wide testing on board was suggested as a measure to help starting up 

again. Fast, reliable and cheap tests were suggested as game changers. Personal protective 

equipment, the supply and the use were frequently mentioned to assure safety and security 

of the workforce for all segments. Some individual ship operators even introduced 

certification systems to protect its customers and crew as well as to develop procedures 

and systems to prevent, control and mitigate the infection. 

Checking truck drivers’ test results, passengers’ or drivers’ face masks became the 

responsibility of RoRo/RoPax operators to secure different countries’ entry requirements. 

On other countries’ territorial waters, it has been the responsibility of ship operators to 

inform the passengers and drivers about the current rules and regulations on personal 

protective equipment (PPE) and such. Many safety measures on board, at ports and 

terminals were introduced to ensure a secure journey including social distance, air 

circulation with fresh sea air, frequent cleaning, wearing PPE, as well as new fog machines 

used to disinfect common areas and cabins on the ferries. Some procedures to protect both 

passengers and crew were agreed upon by authorities, and ship operators were held 

responsible to follow them. These procedures were about the risk of infection, outspread, 

isolation, contact tracing, wearing of PPE and quarantine measures. 

Other similar measures included postponed ship inspections to reduce the spread of 

infection, port requests for health declarations from incoming ships, contactless payments 

to assure security and safety, restrictions like no buffet on board to reduce contact between 

employees on board and drivers or passengers, reduction in exchange of documents as 

much as possible, cancellation of work-related travels, working from home status, rapid 

changes in timetables to protect the workforce and daily digital meetings to control all the 

processes. 

Cyber security has already been on the agenda of the shipping industry before the pandemic 

but the responses to this disruption might accelerate the status of this threat. The outbreak 

forced maritime stakeholders to work together, yet apart, through video conferencing and 

collaborative online platforms; and to use remote monitoring data to ensure supply chains 

continuing to function. There is increasing intention in the industry to use artificial 

intelligent to predict trends and events in order to plan an efficient transport of goods. 

Financial security was another important issue, which was also reflected in the form of 

collaborations with external organizations. According to a survey conducted in the 

shipping industry, a minority of the respondents said that measures put in place by banks 

were effective. Even when there were policy measures put in place by the government (e.g., 

guarantees, extension of credit lines, postponements of down payments, loan restructuring, 

etc), banks either did not offer these options or shipping companies decided not to use 
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these options even if they were offered. The reason was that the administrative burden and 

costs to apply for liquidity relief outperformed the benefit of these measures. Despite that, 

some shipping companies applied to working capital credit guarantee issued by financial 

organizations. In Sweden, there were government guarantees to increase the possibility of 

obtaining bank loans. More specifically, the state guaranteed 70% of new bank loans up to 

SEK 75 million to companies in financial difficulties, which importance was acknowledged 

by Stena Line (Stena AB, 2021). 

4.2.3 Capacity  
The Swedish fleet size was increased in 2019 but the pandemic is expected to have a 

negative impact on this capacity. A general decrease in freight capacity across the North 

Sea area is expected. One of the thriving segments was tanker business where traders 

needed storage capacity and used the vessels for that. Another affected segment is the pure 

car and truck carriers supporting the automotive industry that closed down factories at the 

on-set of the pandemic during spring 2020. As a consequence, Wallenius Wilhelmsen 

scrapped four vessels and put 16 into cold lay-up. As the business has recovered they are 

now about to be taken back into active service (Wallenius Wilhelmsen, 2021). 

Then after the initial decline in demand there was suddenly a need for increased capacity 

for freight when trade recovery started (e.g., empty container crisis). However, the low 

demand levels prevail for passenger traffic, and they are expected to recover only after 

travel restrictions are lifted. Freight transport and passenger transport is obviously 

interdependent in the RoPax segment, but also RoRo vessels with a maximum of 12 

passengers, mostly used by drivers, were affected in the acute phase. According to Carlsson 

(2021), DFDS restricted the use of cabins to two and not four drivers and there was a 

shortage of cabin space on the RoRo vessel Finlandia Seaways on the route Karlshamn-

Klaipeda. Hence, drivers were diverted to sailings with the RoPax vessels Athena Seaways 

or Optima Seaways also trafficking the route. 

Ports mentioned capacity increase investments for next generation vessels that are 

expected to be built in the near future. In general, the capacity investments at ports were 

not affected badly. Interfaces with intermodal transportation infrastructure were 

mentioned to increase port capacity. 

4.2.4 Dispersion  
The distribution of responsibility from international bodies to national and local regulatory 

authorities in Sweden empowered logistics players on applied rules and regulations to tackle 

the risks and consequences of the pandemic. For instance, to redistribute their assets, 

individual operators found alternative transport modes, like freight trains, to move their 

cargo to and from Asia. 

4.2.5 Adaptability  
The Swedish shipping industry adapted to the unexpected coronavirus situation by 

implementing different strategies. Initially, in order to cut costs, several shipping companies 
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enforced temporary layoffs in their workforce. Specifically, Sweden introduced short-term 

layoffs in April 2020, retroactively in effect from March 2020. Additionally, from a service 

perspective and due to a decrease of demand, shipping lines closed certain routes with 

regular passenger transport and reduced service frequencies and schedules. Already in 

March, Stena Line, gave notice to 950 of its Swedish employees and closed the routes 

Oslo–Fredrikshamn and Trelleborg–Sassnitz permanently. The routes had a comparatively 

high share of passengers and did not fit Stena’s strategic change towards focusing transport 

of freight and passengers and no longer offer for-pleasure cruises (Stena AB, 2021).  

From an operational perspective, shipping company not only adapted their on-board 

services, such as buffets and accommodations to assure safety requirements, but also 

facilitated flexible booking terms and cancellation policies. Furthermore, in the case of 

supply chain management, some companies implemented automation processes in their 

supply chain while others focused on anticipation of material shortages.  

Although it was very challenging to adapt to the various rules and regulations at different 

ports of call, having a crisis organization became crucial for assisting the Swedish shipping 

industry in their changing situation. In particular, the adaptability was high with regards to 

financial measures, such as support for employee layoffs, flexible inspections, reduced fees, 

and postponing investments. In addition to product differentiation, offering to convert the 

large passenger and car ferry “Stena Saga” vessel into a hospital vessel for 520 patients at 

the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, Stena RoRo was an interesting adaptation 

example (Sandelin, 2020). 

Finally, it was stated that the coronavirus pandemic would have a long-term impact on the 

global shipping industry; consequently, public organizations and shipping companies were 

forced to continually adapt to changes. 

4.2.6 Efficiency 
The Swedish shipping industry made an effort to maintain their efficiency through an 

implementation of three main approaches.  

• A reduction of labour costs due to temporary layoffs and financial support from 

the government.  

• A reduction of operating costs by cancelled and suspended routes with large 

passenger traffic.  

• A reduction of passenger demand and cargo volumes due to disruptions in 

production and delayed commitments. 

4.2.7 Financial strength  

The Swedish shipping industry was forced to take drastic measures, such as cancelling 

routes and laying off staff, in order to reduce costs, adapt to the new business situation, 

and secure the continuity of the freight and transport business. 
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Furthermore, the shipping industry tried to maintain some degree of financial strength 

through financial support, such as guarantees, extension of credit lines, postponements of 

down payments, and loan restructuring from the government and banking institutions. For 

instance, Stena AB diversified its portfolio to develop new investments to be less financially 

dependent on the maritime business, but they also sold real estate outside Sweden to 

strengthen the liquidity in the company group (Stena AB, 2021). 

In terms of financial aid, the industry prioritized the support of refinancing loan portfolios, 

followed by supporting the greening of the fleet and the retention or return of personnel 

and seafarers. Support for investment in fleet renewal was ranked least important. 

In practice, there have been some problems with the financial execution. On the one hand, 

bank measures were not very helpful at the end due to some banks either not offering 

support or making it very difficult to get. On the other hand, there were problems with 

liquidity and an ability to pay in the industry, specifically customers and freight forwarders. 

In general, financial strength in the shipping industry was rather fragile because of its 

dependency on global trade and manufacturing industries. Throughout the pandemic so 

far, turnover reductions remain significant throughout the industry - except for the deep 

sea container segment with rates never seen before. As expected based on earlier major 

disruptions, however, the maritime industry is also subject of high volatility in demand and 

rates. 

Finally, pan-European research shows that the hardest-hit segments most in need of 

financial measures are those not receiving financial assistance. “Only a minority of respondents 

are saying such measures - if at all put in place - are effective. This is especially the case for car carriers, 

offshore service vessels and ferries, which have reported facing difficulties. These are also the segments that 

are most in need of these measures, judging from the economic impact they are currently experiencing.” 

(ECSA, 2020) 

4.2.8 Flexibility in order fulfilment  
In order to implement flexibility in their mode of delivering outputs, the Swedish shipping 

industry changed their operations by adjusting regular scheduled frequency services, while 

at the same time they encouraged their employees to work from home. Furthermore, the 

government supported the temporary layoffs and helped shipping companies adapt to the 

new situation.  

In the case of outputs, the shipping industry faced delayed commitments and production 

postponement due to a shortage of empty containers and a reduction of cargo volumes.  

4.2.9 Organization  
The unexpected coronavirus pandemic brought challenges for the shipping industry, but 

also led to opportunities such as increased technological solutions using digital 

infrastructure for fleet management or digital surveys. 
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In the case of accountability and empowerment, the results suggest that authorities declared all 

regulations, but the responsibility of application was given to individual ship operators. In 

some cases, passengers and drivers had the responsibility to self-isolate, inform close 

contacts, and declare health conditions and test results. 

Regarding teamwork, the outbreak forced maritime workers to work together, yet apart, 

through video conferencing and collaborative online platforms. However, they also had to 

use remote monitoring data to ensure supply chains continued to function. In general, 

ports and shipping lines worked together to ensure operations at port facilities. Likewise, 

they collaborated with customers, health organizations, and local authorities in other 

countries to guarantee an efficient implementation of rules and regulations. Stena RoRo 

reports (Stena AB, 2021) that travel restrictions prohibited its staff to visit a Chinese 

shipyard but a good relationship and digital tools facilitated successful delivery negotiations 

and handover. In the case of creative problem solving, several measures focused on simplified 

time inspections and reduced the risk of the spread of infection. In particular, shipping 

companies introduced adjustment support, extended validity periods for certificates, 

postponed ship inspections, and implemented exceptions for required qualifications for 

masters and technical managers. In particular, Viking Safety Academy designed a unique 

training set-up for seafarers’ full certificate renewal. 

In the case of cross-training, on board shipping line employees were trained in how to deal 

with suspected cases of infection and handling sick patients. 

Finally, in the case of a culture of caring, the maritime community came together to respect 

the rights of seafarers during these challenging times. 

4.3 Information management 

4.3.1 Visibility  
The shipping industry increased its information exchange by providing frequent updates on 

schedules and enhancing communication via public websites. Specifically, they emphasized 

information for employees about hygienic working conditions and passengers. Some ports 

used digital content and social media to exchange information about their status. 

Likewise, shipping companies used onboard information exchange via brochures, signs, or 

verbal announcements. In particular, they increased their information exchange with 

healthcare staff and manually traced the contacts of coronavirus cases onboard. In contrast, 

there were delays in verification, collection, and reporting of fuel oil consumption data by 

ships.  

Furthermore, information exchange between producers, manufacturers, logistics service 

providers, and shipping agencies was recommended as an essential measure to secure space 

and to assure better planning. 
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In the case of business intelligence gathering, the shipping sector developed future liner-trading 

network planning. Thus, they required date information from shippers about shipment 

plans and production increases. In the case of ports, they started a digital transformation 

to control freight flows. 

On several occasions it was hard to keep providing regular information about fleet 

schedules because of high irregularity. In those cases, sales/customer relationship 

personnel were used for up-to-date information exchange. 

The STA acted as the information intermediary between different national and 

international regulatory bodies, such as the IMO and the EU. In particular, since countries’ 

regulations changed frequently, some shipping lines provided information about the 

regulations and restrictions both in Sweden and in the countries of the vessel calls. It was 

particularly important that on cruise ships and RoPax, the ship operator provide 

information to ports of call if any suspect case was observed. 
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5. Discussion, conclusions and next steps 

This prestudy aims to explore how the Swedish shipping industry has been affected by the 

coronavirus pandemic and how the mid-term and long-term impacts on the industry will 

be shaped in relation to resilience capabilities. In this first part of the study, the acute phase 

of the pandemic was in focus where the immediate effects and responses were analyzed 

with respect to resilience capabilities from a supply chain perspective. Firstly, the extensive 

review of secondary data in the form of reports, industry surveys, company 

communication, web pages, newspapers and other industry related publications were 

supported with interviews with different Swedish shipping industry stakeholders. This part 

of the analysis provides evidence for collaboration within the industry, governmental 

financial support, forecasting and risk mitigation were the most frequently mobilized 

capability factors by Swedish shipping industry actors. Furthermore, this study suggests 

that the shipping industry has enhanced the use of digitalization and new technologies to 

mitigate negative effects associated with the coronavirus pandemic situation. 

Specifically, in the case of market-related capabilities factors, it seems that government 

agencies tried to improve the market position of shipping companies with financial 

supports, reductions in fees and other subsidies. Furthermore, digitalization and new 

technologies helped companies to adapt better on changing conditions. Finally, during the 

outbreak, it was an increase of collaboration not only between ports and inland transport 

operators for temporary storage but also between regular shipping lines to share vessels or 

adjust capacity.  

Secondly, the results on operational capabilities factors show that in order to cut costs, 

several companies enforced temporary layoffs in their workforce, closed certain routes with 

regular passenger transport and reduced service frequencies and schedules.  

Finally, in the case of information management capability factor, it seems that the shipping 

industry increased its information exchange and enhanced communication between their 

employees and customers.  

The coming work within the prestudy project analyses potential medium- and long-term 

effects of the pandemic structured along the framework of the capability factors developed 

to evaluate the resilience of the Swedish shipping industry. The time frame is about 10 

years, or a full business cycle, and the analysis is based on the authors’ accumulated 

knowledge, interviews with key stakeholders, media articles and scientific literature. The 

interviews focus on evaluating the effects and measures taken by the Swedish shipping 

industry during the coronavirus pandemic but primarily on what of the experiences is likely 

to increase the ability to act efficiently during future crises. Also, the coming sub-report 

will be divided into the three main main categories: market-related capabilities, operational 

capabilities and information management capabilities.  
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